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Lucity Webmap 2017r2 



Web Map 

The Lucity Web Map provides a way for users to see and work with their asset and work data. 
This allows them to see relationships between objects and plan work accordingly. The web map is 
made up of a map display that has multiple toolbars.  This guide will go through the various tools, and 
how to use them. 
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Launching the Web Map 

The web map is primarily launched by clicking the Web Map button  on the Home menu toolbar.  
The web map can also be launched from different modules using the Show in map button. Accessing 
the map in this way will bring up the map, and then zoom to the assets, or Work Orders/Requests 
selected when the button was clicked. 

 

Map Management toolbar 

 

In the top left corner are the map management tools. They allow you to view information about what is 
in the map and perform standard navigation. 

 

 

Table of Contents Enables uses to switch maps, switch basemaps, turn feature classes off 
and on, and open a layers data table. 

 

Zoom Enables the user to narrow the focus of the map. Select the tool then 
click on the map to zoom in. Users can also limit the area to zoom in on 
by clicking in the map and dragging the cursor to form a box. Click again 
to finish the box and zoom. 

 

Zoom In Zooms into the map at the current location. 

 

Zoom Out Zooms out from the map at the current location. 

 

Pan Enables users to move around the map. If no other tool is selected, this 
one is selected by default. 

 

Go Home Returns the map to the default extent 

 

Show Current Location Displays the user's current location. Click this tool to activate it. When 
activated, the tool is highlighted in blue, and the map centers on the 
user's current location. A dot appears, and the map shifts to follow the 
user's movements. 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Table of Contents 
The Table of Contents allows users to toggle layer visibility, remove layers from the map, open 
layer attribute table, and zoom to layer.  In addition, the Table of Contents contains additional 
tools for changing the webmap and basemap. 

 

 

 

Visibility – Used to toggle visibility of 
the item (service, group layer, layer). 

 

 

Open Table – This will open the 
attribute table for the layer in a data grid.  
All records of the layer will be shown in the 
data grid, along with the currently selected 
items.  Additional tools are available on the 
data grid. 

 

 

Remove Layer – This will remove the 
item (service or layer) from the map.  Note:  
This is only available for layers added to the 
map as a result of a tool output. 

 

 

 Zoom to Extent – This will zoom to the 
extent of the layer. 

 

 

 

 

Swap Basemap Provides a list of base maps to choose from. Only one base map 
can be viewed at a time. 

 

Swap Web Map  Allows user to load a different portal webmap. 

 

Swap Lucity Map or Lucity 
Basemap 

Allows user to load a different Lucity defined basemap or 
webmap. 
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Swap Basemap 

Base maps are layers of data that is useful to see, but you don’t need to select or identify.  Your 
organization can setup several kinds of base maps including road maps and aerial photographs.  

The Lucity Webmap has a tool that allows you to switch between the different base maps that your 
organization has. 

1. To change the base map click  and the following pop-up will appear.   

 

2. Select a new base map  

3. Click Load 

4. The map will be refreshed and your base map will be visible. 

 

Additional notes 

 You must be signed into your portal to see all basemaps available to you.  
If you aren’t signed into your portal you will only have access to content 
from your portal that has been shared to everyone.  Click the Sign In to 
ArcGIS link in the top right of the form to sign in to your portal. 

 Show My Favorites Only- Check this option to limit the results to only include your portal 
items that you have previously marked as a favorite 
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 Portal Basemap Gallery- This option is checked by default.  This will limit the results to only 
include the portal items that had been marked to show up in the Basemap Gallery.  The 
following shows where in your portal this is configured: 

 

 View Basemap Details- This button will display additional details for the selected basemap.   
For example:  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Swap Web Map 

Web maps consist of a basemap, optional data layers, and an extent.  Web maps are created and 
shared within your portal.  The Swap Web Map tool allows you to switch between different web amps 
your organization has. 

1. To change the web map click  and the following pop-up will appear.   

 

2. Select a new web map  

3. Click Load 

4. The map will reload with the selected web map. 

 

Additional notes 

 You must be signed into your portal to see all web maps available to you.  
If you aren’t signed into your portal you will only have access to content 
from your portal that has been shared to everyone.  Click the Sign In to 
ArcGIS link in the top right of the form to sign in to your portal. 

 Show My Favorites Only- Check this option to limit the results to only 
include your portal items that you have previously marked as a favorite 
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 View Web Map Details- This button will display additional details for the selected web map.   
For example:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Swap Lucity Map or Basemap 

  A user may have more than one Web Map assigned, defined in Lucity Administration. The Web 
Map Selection  tool allows you to switch between available maps, essentially removing all layers and 
properties of the current map and loading the ones associated with the new map. 

1. Click  and the following dialog will appear:  

 

2. Choose either the Swap Lucity Basemap or Swap Lucity Map option.  The dropdown will update 
to show a list of maps or basemaps defined in Lucity. 

3. Select the item you wish to load and click OK. The map will reload with the selected content 
added to the map. Note: You may receive a prompt for credentials if the new web map has any 
secured services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Analyst Toolbar 
 

 

In the top right corner are the map analyst tools. They allow you to find features in the map, get 
information out of the map, and interact with the related information.  It consists of the following 
tools. 

 

 

Clear All 
Selections 

Deselects any selected items. 

 

Selection Selects features in the map. This automatically opens the selection toolbar. 

 

Point Location 
Tool 

Creates a point in the map and records its x/y, lat/long, and reverse 
geocoded address. This can be used to add an X/Y point to a Work 
Order or Request. 

 

Find Searches for Addresses, Lat/Long, Assets based on FacilityID, and Assets 
based on an Attribute Query using criteria the user enters. 

 

Module Spatial 
Data 

Displays Work Order, request, pm/template, and other spatially enabled 
module locations based on selected criteria. 

 

Trace Allows users to perform sewer, storm, and water network traces. 

 

Load Subsets Loads subsets in the map as feature selections 

 

Print Exports the current map extent in a format that can be saved and/or 
printed. 

 

Design Mode Opens the GIS View designer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Point Location Tool 

  The point location tool records the x/y, lat/long, and the reverse geocoded address for a point 
on the map.  The x/y values can later be attached to a work order or pm/work template. 

1. Select the Point Location Tool  

2. Click on a location in the map. 

3. A green pin will be selected at the map location.  A Lucity Point Locations Tool layer will be 
added to the map and available in the Table of Contents, and the layer will be available in the 
Selection Toolbar layer dropdown list. 

4. Further actions are available using the Selection Toolbar and by viewing the data table for the 
Lucity Point Locations Tool. 

 

Note:  The Lucity Point Locations Tool layer will have the following fields: 

 X 

 Y 

 Lat 

 Long 

 Address 

 BuildingNo 

 Street 

 City 

 State 

 Zip 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Find Tool 

  The Find Tool is used to search for Addresses, Lat/Long, Assets based on FacilityID, and Assets 
based on an Attribute Query using criteria the user enters. 

1. Select the Find Tool .  The find dialog will appear.  See below for further instructions on 
each find option. 

Address 

 

1. Start entering the address (or place search if supported by locator).  As you type the program 
will attempt to provide a list of possible matches. 

2. Press enter or click  to search for the selected address. 

3. The map will zoom to the selected address and a popup will appear listing the results. 

 

Lat/Long 

 

1. Select a degree format. 

2. Enter the cooridantes in the Longitude and Latitude fields 

3. Click Find 

4. A green pin appears on the map at the coordinates. 
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Asset 

 

1. Select a layer from the drop down list. 

a. Note:  Only layers that have been recoginized as being linked to Lucity will appear in 
the drop down list 

2. Enter the asset’s ID number (this is also typically refered to as the asset’s commonID or 
FacilityID; the user-defined unique number for each asset). 

3. Click Find. 

4. The assets matching the criteria will be selected in the map. 

Attribute Query 

 

1. Select a layer from the drop down list. 

2. Select a field that you wish to query 

3. Enter a value you wish to query for 

4. Click Find 

5. The assets matching the criteria will be selected in the map. 
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Module Spatial Data 

  The Module Spatial Data tool enables users to display Lucity Work data and some Lucity 
inspection data in the map.  The layers that are loaded are a live view of the information in the Lucity 
database. 

 

 Note:  The use of this tool requires that Lucity Spatial has been enabled and the service is running. 

1. Click the Module Spatial Data tool  

2. On the Load Spatial Lucity Data form, click the Select Module button. 
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3. Select a module and click OK. 

4. Enter the Layer Title that you would like to sue for the layer this tool will create. 

5. Click the Aquire button to select a filter. 

6. In the Configure Properties to Include section, select any additional fields that you would like 
to include in the results. 

 

 

7. Set a synbol color and size 

 

 

8. If you want to use the color code based on field option, select a field and color palette. 

9. Click Load 

10. The spatial data will be loaded in the map once done processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Trace Tool 

  The Trace tool is designed to quickly find out information about a sewer, storm, or water 
network.  It traces the desired network and generates a temporary layer in the map showing the 
results. 

Note: The trace is performed based on the relationships defined within Lucity.  It does not select assets 
in the map based on any sort of spatial relationships or proximity. 

1. Select the Trace Tool  

2. Click on a pipe feature where you want to start the trace. 

a. Note: The tool will determine what type of asset you clicked on.  Currently, the trace 
tool will only work on sewer pipe, storm conduit, or water pipe assets. 

3. Follow the instructions below for the given trace type: 

 

Water Trace 

 

 

1. Use the drop down to select the type of water trace to run. 

a. Isolation Valve- Traces water pipes outward from the location the user clicked on and 
stops each direction when a water isolation valve is encountered. 

2. Choose to enable/disable the following options: 

a. Include services in trace results- All service laterals that are related to the traced 
pipes will be included in the results 

b. Include hydrants in trace results- All water hydrants that are related to the traced 
pipes will be included in the results 

c. Include meter set locations in results- All meter locations that are related to the 
traced pipes will be included in the results. 
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d. Include a list of affected customers in results- This option will include a list of 
customers that are at the addresses associated to the resulting pipes, hydrants, service 
lateral, and meter locations. 

e. Add to existing trace results- This option is only enabled if the tool has determined 
that there are previous water trace result layers in the map.  If you select this option, 
you will then need to specify the existing trace layer you want to add the results to. 

 

 

3. In the Label for results field, enter the name to be assigned to the resuling trace result layer. 

a. Note:  This option is not available if you selcted the Add to existing trace results 
option 

4. Click Load to begin the trace. 

 

 

Note:  A notification will appear letting you know when the processing has started and is 
completed. 

5. The tool automatically beigns to trace outward from that pipe.  It continues to trace water 
pipes until it comes to a valve that has been marked as an isolation valve in Lucity. 

6. Once completed, the trace result layer will be added to the map and available in the Table of 
Contents, where you can open the data table to view further details on the indivdual items. 
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Sewer Trace 

 

 

 

1. Use the drop down to select the type of sewer trace to run. 

a. Upstream- Traces all pipes upstream of the selected pipe. 

b. Upstream Distance- Traces all pipes within a specified distance upstream of the 
selected point. 

c. Upstream Segment- Traces the specified number of pipes upstream from the selected 
pipe. 

d. Downstream- Traces all pipes downstream of the selected pipe. 

e. Downstream Distance- Traces all pipes within a specfied distance downstream of the 
selected point. 

f. Downstream Segment- Traces the specified number of pipes downstream from the 
selected pipe. 

2. If you chose a distance or segment trace, you need to specify the units. 

 

 

3. Choose to enable/disable the following options: 

a. Include services in trace results- All service laterals that are related to the traced 
pipes will be included in the results 

b. Include FOG facilities in trace results- All FOG facilities that are related to the traced 
pipes will be included in the results 
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c. Include IPT facilities results- All IPT facilities that are related to the traced pipes will 
be included in the results. 

d. Add to existing trace results- This option is only enabled if the tool has determined 
that there are previous sewer trace result layers in the map.  If you select this option, 
you will then need to specify the existing trace layer you want to add the results to. 

 

 

4. In the Label for results field, enter the name to be assigned to the resuling trace result layer. 

a. Note:  This option is not available if you selcted the Add to existing trace results 
option 

5. Click Load to begin the trace. 

 

 

Note:  A notification will appear letting you know when the processing has started and is 
completed. 

6. Once completed, the trace result layer will be added to the map and available in the Table of 
Contents, where you can open the data table to view further details on the indivdual items. 
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Storm Trace 

 

 

 

1. Use the drop down to select the type of storm trace to run. 

a. Upstream- Traces all pipes upstream of the selected pipe. 

b. Upstream Distance- Traces all pipes within a specified distance upstream of the 
selected point. 

c. Upstream Segment- Traces the specified number of pipes upstream from the selected 
pipe. 

d. Downstream- Traces all pipes downstream of the selected pipe. 

e. Downstream Distance- Traces all pipes within a specfied distance downstream of the 
selected point. 

f. Downstream Segment- Traces the specified number of pipes downstream from the 
selected pipe. 

2. If you chose a distance or segment trace, you need to specify the units. 

 

 

3. Choose to enable/disable the following options: 

a. Include BMP assets in trace results- All BMP assets that are related to the traced pipes 
will be included in the results.  
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b. Add to existing trace results- This option is only enabled if the tool has determined 
that there are previous storm trace result layers in the map.  If you select this option, 
you will then need to specify the existing trace layer you want to add the results to. 

 

 

4. In the Label for results field, enter the name to be assigned to the resuling trace result layer. 

a. Note:  This option is not available if you selcted the Add to existing trace results 
option 

5. Click Load to begin the trace. 

 

 

Note:  A notification will appear letting you know when the processing has started and is 
completed. 

6. Once completed, the trace result layer will be added to the map and available in the Table of 
Contents, where you can open the data table to view further details on the indivdual items. 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Load Subsets 

  The Load Subset tool loads a subset of records in the map. 

1. Select the Load Subset Tool  on the analyst toolbar.  The following dialog appears: 

 

 

2. Choose an asset type from the drop down. 

a. Note: Only asset types that are currently in the map will be available. 

3. Select a subset from the list to load.  Check My Subsets Only to display only subsets created by 
the currently logged in user. 

4. Click Load.   

 

 

5. Once complete, the assets will be selected in the map.  Further action can be taken with the 
selected assets by using the tools in the Selection toolbar or the associated data table. 
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Print 

  The Print tool allows users to export the current map view into a file format that can also be 
used to print. 

1. Navigate to extent of the map that you would like to print. 

2. Select the Print Tool  on the analyst toolbar.  The following dialog appears: 

 

3. Select whether the export should include the Map Only or a full Layout 

4. Enter the Title or File Name. 

5. Fill out other information as needed. 

6. Click the Export button.  Once completed the file name will appear in the Exported Files dialog. 
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7. Click on the file to view it. 

 

 

8. You can then save or print it. 

 

 

Design Mode 

  The Design Mode tool opens the GIS View designer allowing you to make customizations to the 
current GIS View.  Additional information is available online or in the Lucity GIS Web Map 
Administration 2017r2 session handout. 
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Selection Tool 

  The selection tool allows users to select features in the map.  The tool enables users to draw a 
box in the map and select everything that intersects with that box.  The Selection Toolbar appears with 
the selected features when the tool is used. 

Selection Toolbar 

 

Whenever there are one or more selected features in the map, the Selection Toolbar will appear in the 
top center of the map display.  This toolbar enables users to perform additional functionality against 
the selected features.  The tools on the selection toolbar are also available within the data table for 
each of the map layers. 

 

 

Zoom to Selection Zooms to the features indicated in the Selection Dropdown. 

 

Open Data Table Opens the Data Grid and displays the layer attributes for the currently 
selected records. Each layer will be opened in another tab. 

 

Open Module View Opens the Data Grid and displays the Lucity Module View for the 
currently selected records. Each layer will be opened in another tab. 

 

Relationships * Displays a list of modules with records related to the selected record 
in the grid. 

 

Documents Enables users to add, view, edit, and delete documents attached to 
the currently selected records. 

 

Manage Subsets * Enables users to add, edit, and delete Subsets, which are specific 
groups of records. 

 

Create Inspection * Creates an Inspection for the currently selected asset. 

 

Create Request * Creates a Request for the currently selected records. 

 

Create Work Order * Creates a Work Order for the currently selected records. 

 

Create PM/Template * Produces a new PM/Template for the currently selected records. 

 

Attach to Work Order Attaches the currently selected records to an existing Work Order. 

 

Attach to PM/Template Attaches the currently selected records to an existing PM as a PM 
Asset. 

*Only appears when a single asset type is selected 
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Data Grid 
The Data Grid is a tabbed control in the map that enables users to see information about and interact 
with GIS and Lucity data. 

 

 

Opening the Data Grid 

The data grid is opened when either of the following tools are used:  

Tool Description Appears in 

 

Open Data Table Displays the layer’s attribute data from the GIS 
System. 

Table of 
Contents, Selection 
Toolbar 

 

 

Open Module View Displays the Lucity Module View from the 
Lucity System. 

Identify pop-
up, Selection 
Toolbar, Data Table 

 

 

Tabs 

While both the Data Table and Lucity Module View may be showing the same record, one is 
displaying the GIS record while the other is displaying the Lucity record.  The title of tabs 

containing Lucity Module Views will be proceeded with the  icon.  

 

Display Controls 

Above the data grid, on the right, are buttons that control the data grid’s appearance.  

 

 

Dock Right 

Dock Bottom 

Docks the data grid to the right side of the screen. 

Docks the data grid to the bottom of the screen. 

 

 

Collapse 

Expand 

Collapses the data grid providing a larger view of the map. 

Expands the data grid to display the table. 

 

Close All Closes the data grid, but does not clear the current selection. 

  Resize Grid Hover the cursor over the edge of the data grid for a resize control. Click 
and drag to change the data grid size. 
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Data Table 

 The Data Table displays the GIS layer’s attribute data.  This tool is available from the Table of 
Contents and Selection Toolbar. 

 

 

Selection 

Selected features are displayed in orange.  To add records to the selection hold down CTRL while 
selecting additional records in the grid. 

 

Selection Controls 

The selection controls are used to manipulate the current feature selection. 

 

Clear Selection Unselects all records currently selected on the tab. 

 

Zoom and Flash 
Highlight 

Zooms to the features highlighted in the table. 

 
 

 

Show only 
Selected 

 

 Show All 

Displays only the records that are currently selected. 

  

 

Displays all records. 

 

Reorder Selection Allows you to change the order that the selected records appear in the 
grid. 

 The order of the assets is carried over to subsets, work orders, 
etc... 

 Only appears if more than one record is selected. 

 

Reorder Selection 

1. Select features in the map or directly from the table. 

2. Click the Reorder Selection tool  

3. The data table will change to show only the selected records. 
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4. Click on a record in the selection set 

a. Use the up and down buttons to move the feature up and down the list. 

b. Use the remove item  button to remove the feature from the list 

5. When done making the reorder changes, click the save  button. 

 

Lucity Tools 

The Lucity Tools enable users to perform Lucity operations against features in the map.  These 
tools only appear when the layer is linked to Lucity and at least one asset is selected. 

 

Open Module View Opens the data grid and displays the Lucity Module View for the 
currently selected records. Each layer will be opened in another tab. 

 

Relationships Displays a list of modules with records related to the selected record 
in the grid. 

 

Documents Enables users to view, add, edit, and delete documents attached to 
the currently selected records. 

 

Manage Subsets Enables users to add, edit, and delete Subsets, which are specific 
groups of records. 

 

Create Inspection Creates an Inspection for the currently selected records. 

 

Create Request Creates a Request for the currently selected records. 

 

Create Work Order Creates a Work Order for the currently selected records. 

 

Create PM/Template Produces a new PM/Template for the selected records. 

 

Attach to Work Order Attaches selected records to a existing Work Order. 

 

Attach to 
PM/Template 

Attaches selected records to an existing PM as a PM Asset. 
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Lucity Module View 

 The Lucity Module View displays the Lucity representation of data.  This tool is available from the 
Identify, Table of Contents, and Selection Toolbar. 

 

 

Note:  This tab contains the same tools and information as a user would get when opening a Lucity 
Module via the Lucity Web. 

More information on the tools available with the Lucity Module View can be found online. 

View Relationships 

  The View Relationship tool allows users to view all the Lucity related records for the selected 
feature(s).   The tool with open the Lucity Module View in a new tab filtered to only show the related 
records. 

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Relationhips Tool from either the Selection Toolbar or the Data Grid. 

 

3. On the Relationship dialog, click on the relationship that you are interested in. 

a. All related modules will appear on the form, followed by the number of related 
records. 

4. A new tab will open displaying the Lucity Module View for the relationship you selected. 
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Manage Documents 

  The Manage Documents tool allows users to view, add, edit, delete documents associated to the 
selected feature(s).   

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Manage Documents Tool  from either the Selection Toolbar or the Data Grid.  The 
following dialog will appear: 

 

 

How to open a document 

1. Select a document from the list and click the Open button. 

a. If the document can be opened in the browser, the system launches it in a Use the drop 
down to select the type of sewer trace to run. 

b. If the document cannot be opened in the browser, the system launches the computer’s 
default program for the file type. 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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c. If the Always Open Document Directly option is enabled, or, if the document exceeds 
the file size limit (set in system settings), the following pop-up appears: 

 

i. Click the Copy Path button to copy the path, which can then be pasted into the 
computer’s File Explorer 

ii. OR Click the Open File button to attempt to open the file. 

1. Note: Very large files will likely slow the system significantly. 

How to add a document 

1. Click the Add Document button.  The following dialog will appear: 

 

2. Type or paste in the path to the document. 

a. Note:  The Add Document option only links the existing document to the Lucity record.  
Users must have access to the location of the existing document in order to view it. 

3. Describe the document in the Description field 

4. Enable the Carry Over to Work Order or Always Open Document Directly options as needed 

5. Click Save 
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How to upload a document 

1. Click the Upload Document button.  The following dialog will appear: 

 

2. Click the Choose file button to select the file to upload. 

a. Check the Upload Multiple box before clicking Choose file if you want to select more 
than one. 

3. Provide a description 

a. If you upload multiple documents the desciprition will be applied to all documents with 
a number suffix to differentiate the files 

4. Enable the Carry Over to Work Order or Always Open Document Directly options as needed 

5. Click Upload.  The system copies the file to the document server specified by Lucity 
administrators.  The copied file is then attached to the Lucity record(s). 

 

How to edit document properties 

1. Select a document in the list and click Edit.  The following dialog will appear: 

 

2. Edit the desired fields 

3. Click Save 
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How to delete a document 

1. Select a document in the list and click Delete.  The following prompt will appear: 

 

2. Click Yes 

a. If a document was attached through a network connection, Lucity deletes the link to 
the file, but retains the file on the network 

b. If the file was uploaded to the document server and attached to the record one fo the 
following actions occur: 

i. If the user does not have the Images/Movies/Documents- Delete file permision, 
the link to the file is deleted, but the file remains on the document server. 

ii. If the user does have the Images/Movies/Documents- Delete file permision AND 
if the document isn’t associated to any other Lucity records, the system will 
prompt the user if they would like to delete the file from the document server. 

 

iii. Click Yes to delete the uploaded file from the document server 

iv. Click No to keep the uploaded file on the doucment server.  The document will 
still be unassociated to the Lucity record. 
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Manage Subsets 

  The Manage Subsets tool allows users to create new subsets, edit existing subsets, and delete 
subsets.  Subsets enable users to group selected assets and save them for later use, such as easily 
adding the items to a work order or pm.  

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Manage Subsets  button from either the Selection Toolbar or the data table.  The 
following dialog will appear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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How to create a subset 

1. Click the Create button.  The following dialog appears: 

 

a. Note:  The Filtered Records option will not be enabled for subsets created from the 
web map. 

2. Decide how long the subset will remain in the Lucity system. 

a. Enter an expiration date or uncheck the Has Expiration Date if you wish to retain the 
subset indefinitely. 

3. Enter a name for the subset 

4. Click Save 

 

How to replace a subset 

1. Select a subset from the list and then click the Replace button.  The following dialog appears: 

 

a. Note:  The Filtered Records option will not be enabled for subsets created from the 
web map. 

b. The replace option will simply remove all remove all existing records comprised of this 
subset and replace them with the selected record(s). 

2. Decide how long the subset will remain in the Lucity system. 

a. Enter an expiration date or uncheck the Has Expiration Date if you wish to retain the 
subset indefinitely. 

3. Click Save. 
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How to add items to a subset 

1. Select a subset from the list and then click the Modify List button.  The following dialog 
appears: 

 

a. Note:  The Filtered Records option will not be enabled for subsets created from the 
web map. 

2. Select an item in the subset 

3. Use the Insert Above or Insert Below button to insert the selected record(s) into the existing 
list. 

4. Click Save. 

 

How to edit a subset 

1. Select a subset from the list then click the Click the Edit Record button.  The following dialog 
appears: 

 

2. Change the desired item 

3. Click Save. 
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Create Inspection 

  The Create Inspection tool allows users to create an inspection for each of the selected assets.  

 

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Create Inspection  button from either the Selection Toolbar or the data table.   

3. If there is more than one type of inspection for the selected asset type, a dialog similar to the 
following will appear prompting the user to select the type of inspection to create: 

 

4. If a single asset was selected a blank inspection form will open in a new Lucity tab. 

a. Enter the inspection details and save the inspection. 

b. Note:  The inspection has not been created until the required information has been 
entered and the record is saved. 

5. If more than one asset was selected the following prompt will appear: 

 

6. Enter the inspection date and click Save. 

a. An inspection will be created for each selected asset 

b. The Lucity Module View will be opened to display the newly created inspections. 
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Create Request 

  The Create Request tool allows users to create a request based on an asset.  

 

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Create Request  button from either the Selection Toolbar or the data table.   

3. If the selected assets do not have a default work category assigned, the user will receive a dialog 
similar to the following prompting the user to select a work category. 

 

a. Only categories associated with the selected asset appear. 

4. Select a Category and click OK. 

5. A request will automatically be created for each asset.  A Lucity request module view will be 
opened in a new tab with the newly created request(s). 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes:___________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Create Work Order 

  The Create Work Order tool allows users to create a work order on one or more assets in the 
map.  

 

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Create Work Order  button from either the Selection Toolbar or the data table.  The 
following dialog will appear: 

 

 

a. The Filtered Records option is not enabled when creating work orders from the map 

b. The where options will only appear if more than one record is selected 

3. If more than one asset was selected, choose if you want to create one work order with all of the 
selected assets attached, or create a separate work order for each asset. 

4. Select the Category Code to use.  If there is a Default Work Order Category assigned to the 
assets, this will automatically be filled out. 

5. Under Select Template is a list of templates form the PM/Templates module with a category 
that matches the work order.  Select a template if you would like to use it for the work order. 
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6. Click OK. 

a. Note:  If there are open work orders on any of the selcted assets, a prompt will appear 
asking the user if they want to proceed to create the work order. 

 

 

b. Note:  This prompt only appears if the Notify user when Asset is already attached to an 
open Work Order work option is enabled. 

c. Click Yes to continue 

7. A work order module view will open in a new tab with the newly created work order(s).  If 
more than one work order view exists the user will receive a prompt asking which work order 
view they want to open. 

 

 

a. Note:  This prompt only appears if more than one work order view exists and if the Show 
user a popup of choices to open Work Orders with system setting is set to TRUE. 

b. Select a view and click OK. 

8. A request will automatically be created for each asset.  The Lucity Module View will be opened 
in a new tab with the newly created request(s). 
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Create PM/Template 

  The Create PM/Template tool allows users to create a pm/template on one or more assets in the 
map.  

 

1. Select one or more asset either directly in the map or from the data table. 

2. Click the Create PM/Template  button from either the Selection Toolbar or the data table.  
The following dialog will appear: 

 

a. The Filtered Records option is not enabled when creating pm/templates from the map 

b. The where options will only appear if more than one record is selected 

3. Update the Where option.   

a. If more than one asset was selected, choose if you want to create one work order with 
all of the selected assets attached, or create a separate work order for each asset. 

4. Update the Create Using option.   

a. If you want to create a new pm/template using an existing pm/template, mark the 
Existing Template and then select which template you would like to use. 

5. Select the Category Code to use. 

a. If there is a Default Work Order Category assigned to the assets, this will automatically 
be filled out 

6. Select a Main Task. 

a. A main task is required to create a PM/Template from the map.  Click the  button 
to get a list of valid tasks to choose from. 

7. Click OK. 

8. A pm/template module view will open in a new tab with the newly created pm/template(s). 
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Attach to Work Order 

  The Attach to Work Order tool allows users to attach assets and/or xy locations to a pre-existing 
work order.  

 

1. Select one or more assets and/or point locations either directly in the map or from the data 
table. 

2. Click in the field next to the  Attach to Work Order  button from either the Selection 
Toolbar or the data table and type in a valid work order number. 

a. Note:  If you had clicked the Add Asset/XY from Map Show in Map option from the work 
order module view, then the work order number would automatically have been 
populated in the Attach to Work Order field. 

 

3. Click Go next to the Attach To Work Order button  

4. The assets and/or point locations will be added to the work order, you will receive a 
notification when the items have successfully been added. 

 

 

a. Assets will be added to the asset grid of the work order 

b. The xy and address of the point location will be added to the locations grid of the work 
order. 
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Attach to PM/Template 

  The Attach to PM/Template tool allows users to attach assets and/or xy locations to a pre-
existing pm/template.  

 

1. Select one or more assets and/or point locations either directly in the map or from the data 
table. 

2. Click in the field next to the  Attach to PM/Template  button from either the Selection 
Toolbar or the data table and type in a valid work order number. 

a. Note:  If you had clicked the Add Asset/XY from Map Show in Map option from the 
pm/template module view, then the pm/template number would automatically have 
been populated in the Attach to PM/Template field. 

 

3. Click Go next to the Attach To PM/Template button  

4. The assets and/or point locations will be added to the pm/template, you will receive a 
notification when the items have successfully been added. 

 

 

a. Assets will be added to the asset grid of the pm/template 

b. The xy and address of the point location will be added to the locations grid of the 
pm/template. 
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